ISARA-Lyon, Higher Education Institution

LIFE SCIENCE
AGRONOMY
FOOD SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Lyon, Capital of Rhône-Alpes Province
ISARA-LYON: Member of FESIA

4 Higher education institutions under the supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture:

- ESA Angers, founded in 1898
- El Purpan, founded in 1919
- ISA Lille, founded in 1963
- ISARA Lyon, founded in 1968

Higher education, research and expertise in:

- Agronomy and agroecology
- Food science
- Viticulture / Enology
- Agribusiness
- Environmental science
- Rural Development and Territories
3 MAIN ACTIVITIES

- HIGHER EDUCATION
- CONSULTANCY
- RESEARCH
Library ISARA-Lyon, New Spaces and Services
TRADITIONAL MISSIONS

- Loans of specialized documentary resources
- Acquisition of documents and subscriptions
- Inter-library loans
- Support to literature search
- Training to documentary search
- Cataloging
- Welcoming

We don’t have an institutional repository but the target to the library is to open technical and scientific information and develop new mediation services for students, engineers, and researchers.
1th step: NEW SPACE
1th step: NEW SPACE
2nd step: NEW SERVICES

DIGITAL MEDIATION SERVICES WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
Information Courses by Youtube – Online courses

We have built a bibliographic software lesson (Zotero) with Camtasia Software

Available: youtube channel of ISARA: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdkhKjIR04hhCsU_SLOB3k7am-52ZfTQn
New communication with Facebook

Targets:
- Create a new mediation with students
- Valorisation information of ISARA Library
- Better visibility
- Develop or create an interaction with others institutions or libraries

https://www.facebook.com/documentationveille.isara
Watch technical information by scoop it
Organic Eprints is an international open access archive of electronic documents related to research in organic food and farming. Organic Eprints has been developed and operated since 2002 by the International Centre for Research in Organic Food Systems, ICROFS.
Thanks for your attention
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